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TOP ATTACKS AND BREACHES 

 An ongoing campaign has been targeting D-Link routers of users from Brazil, using a novel way to steal 

user banking credentials. The attackers changed the name servers on the routers, so that when a user 

attempts to visit the websites of Banco de Brasil and Itau Unibanco, they are sent to fake websites of 

these banks, thereby unknowingly giving their credentials to the hackers. 

 The source code of the messaging application Snapchat has been leaked online and posted on GitHub.  

The leak could potentially expose the company's confidential business information, basically outlining 

the entire design of the hugely-successful messaging app.  

 The offices of the Professional Golfers' Association of America (PGA of America) have been infected with 

ransomware and had many of their files encrypted. The ransomware is most probably BitPaymer – a 

malware that targets organizations by hacking into Remote Desktop Services connected to the Internet. 

 An APT named “DarkHydrus” has recently been targeting government entities and educational 

institutions in the Middle East with a credential-harvesting campaign. The group appears to be using the 

open source phishing tool “Phishery” to create the malicious Word Documents used in the attack, as 

well as the C&C provided by it. These documents are then attached to emails titled “Project Offer”. 

 TSMC, the world’s largest contract manufacturer of chips for tech giants, including Apple and Qualcomm 

Inc, has announced that it had to shut down several of its iPhone chip-making factories for several days 

due to an infection with a variant of WannaCry ransomware. 

Check Point IPS blade provides protection against this threat (Ransomware Shared Folder Access) 

 Security researchers exposed a malicious email campaign targeting the Tibetan diaspora, which took 

place between January to March 2018 and targeted Tibetan activists, journalists, members of the 

Tibetan Parliament in exile, and the Central Tibetan Administration. 

Check Point IPS blade provides protection against this threat (Microsoft Outlook Remote Code Execution (CVE-2017-0199); 
Microsoft Office Memory Corruption Remote Code Execution (CVE-2017-11882)  
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https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hackers-exploiting-dlink-routers-to-redirect-users-to-fake-brazilian-banks/
https://thehackernews.com/2018/08/snapchat-hack-source-code.html
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/the-pga-possibly-infected-with-the-bitpaymer-ransomware/
https://threatpost.com/new-actor-darkhydrus-targets-middle-east-with-open-source-phishing/134871/
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/75164/malware/tsmc-wannacry-infection.html
https://citizenlab.ca/2018/08/familiar-feeling-a-malware-campaign-targeting-the-tibetan-diaspora-resurfaces/
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VULNERABILITIES AND PATCHES 

 Security researchers at Check Point have reported on two critical vulnerabilities found in HP’s 

implementation of a popular fax protocol, used in all of its OfficeJet all-in-one inkjet printers, amounting 

to millions of devices. HP has since patched the issues.  

 Check Point researchers have discovered a shortcoming in the design of Android’s use of storage 

resources, which could potentially allow an attacker to utilize fuzzing techniques and crash applications 

that access the device’s shared external storage. Successfully exploited apps included the translation 

apps of Google and Yandex, Google Voice, Yandex Search and Xiaomi Browser. 

 Check Point researchers have discovered a method to manipulate WhatsApp in a way that would allow 

participants in a conversation to modify existing replies that were received, quote a message so it 

appears that it came from a different user who may not be part of the group, and do other message 

manipulations. While due to the app’s encryption it can only be done by actual participants of the 

conversation, it nonetheless could enable users to change messages in order to scam and spread rumors 

or fake-news.   

 Initial report by security researchers warns that many Android-based devices, including those from Asus, 

Essential, LG and ZTE, still suffer from critical firmware vulnerabilities which could allow attackers to 

gather sensitive user data using malicious apps. 

 Security researchers have discovered an Apple zero-day exploit in Mac’s High Sierra operating system 

that could allow a local attacker to virtually “click” a security prompt and thus load a kernel extension 

and compromise the system.  

 Oracle had released a patch to a newly discovered vulnerability in the Java VM component of Oracle 

Database Server. Due to its severity, the company advises users of Oracle Database 11.2.0.4 and 12.2.0.1 

on Windows to apply the patch as soon as possible.  

THREAT INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 

 A new campaign is spreading a variant of “STOP” ransomware dubbed “KeyPass”. The increased activity 

has been seen since August 8th and includes victims from at least 20 countries. While it is not yet known 

how this ransomware is spread, some victims report that it appeared after they had downloaded and 

installed software-cracking programs such as KMSpico. 

 Researchers have presented a proof-of-concept for AI-driven malware, dubbed “DeepLocker”. The AI 

allows the malware to remain dormant and concealed until a specific target is identified via indicators 

such as facial recognition, geolocation and voice recognition.  

For comments, please contact: TI-bulletin@checkpoint.com 
 

https://research.checkpoint.com/sending-fax-back-to-the-dark-ages/
https://support.hp.com/us-en/document/c06097712
https://research.checkpoint.com/androids-man-in-the-disk/
https://research.checkpoint.com/fakesapp-a-vulnerability-in-whatsapp/
https://www.wired.com/story/android-smartphones-vulnerable-out-of-the-box/
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/75293/hacking/synthetic-mouse-click-attack.html
https://www.securityweek.com/critical-vulnerability-patched-oracle-database
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-keypass-ransomware-campaign-underway/
https://securityintelligence.com/deeplocker-how-ai-can-power-a-stealthy-new-breed-of-malware/

